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• 
1. CONTACT ADJUSTMENT: 

Relays with high voltage contacts are adjusted the 
.same as~relays with lov voltage contacts as covered in Service 
Specifications 1188 and 1188-A except for the following details: 

Before adjustments are made, the contact surfaces 
should be cleaned and if badly pitted should first be refaced. 

Care should be taken to avoid rough contact surfaces 
resulting from refacing. The use of a fine file (#6) is recom
mended for the final filing operation. The surfaces, after this 
operation, should conform as closely as possible to their original 
shape. Loose carbon particles should be removed by pulling a 
strip of clean lintless bond paper through the contact space. 
Ca.re should be taken to avoid leaving small paper particles on 
the contact surfaces. Paper having a shiny surface should not 
be used. 

With the armature in the locked position the front 
contacts should have.3/64 inch opening instead of 1/32 inch, the 
back contact opening to be 1/32 inch. If there are both high 
voltage and low voltage contacts on the same armature, all con
tacts should be adjusted to make together, except, of course, 
contacts with special adjustment such as flagman contacts. The 
high voltage front contacts will not have as much slide as low 
voltage contacts because o~ the different spring angle but they 
should have the same compression corresponding to 0.013 inch · 
(minimum) spacer between the armature and the stop pin as ex
plained in Service Specification 1188. With the armature fully 
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released the front contacts should have at least 1/8 inch opening, 
and with the armature energized against the stop pin the back con
tacts should have 1/8 inch opening. 

2. CALIBRATION: 

The yalues given in Service Sp~cification 1188 for 
relays vith low voltage contacts apply also for high voltage con-
tacts except for pick up values vhich may be 2o; higher. , 

3. CONTACT RESISTANCE: 

Initial cleaned contact. resistance should not exceed 
the following values: 

Carbon to Carbon 
*Silver Impregnated Carbon to 
Silver Impregnated Carbon 

Front Contact 
0.400hm 

0.20 Ohm 

Back Contact 
0.80 Ohm 

0.40 Ohm 

*Silver impregnated carbons can be identified by small 
circular depressions drilled in- the sides of the con
tacts. On.older round carbons a groove around the 
carbon adjacent to the edge of the metal cup which 
holds it or a depression drilled in the center of the 
flat base has been used for identification. 
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